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ABSTRACT: Magnetic chuck for holding a workpiece, the 
workpiece often being distorted by the great magnetic force 
necessary for holding it, and releasing the holding force in 
steps while reducing the force of the working operation 
thereon, 
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METHOD OF TREATING AWORKPIECE 
CROSSREFERENCES 

This application is a division of my copending application, 
Ser. No. 277,253, filed May 1, 1963. 
The invention has particular adaptation to such installations 

as machine tools, in which a workpiece being worked on is 
held on a chuck by magnetism. In order to remove the work 
piece from the chuck it is, of course, necessary to demagnetize 
the chuck. However, in the overall operation of performing a 
Work operation on a workpiece, it may become necessary, in 
addition to simply demagnetizing the chuck and workpiece, to 
partially demagnetize, and again remagnetize them, as when it 
is desired to remove the workpiece for checking it, or 
checking the operation thereon, or for other reasons. 
A broad object of the invention is to provide apparatus and 

method for magnetically holding a workpiece, and relieving 
the holding force in steps, while also reducing the force of the 
working operation thereon, whereby the distortion of the 
workpiece, which is often unavoidable, and the force of the 
working operation are simultaneously reduced, resulting in a 
more accurate working operation on the workpiece. 
Another object is to provide apparatus and method of the 

foregoing general character wherein a workpiece may be 
demagnetized to a selected and controlled degree relative to 
full magnetization. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide apparatus 
and method of the foregoing general character which includes 
an arrangement for demagnetizing in individually controlled 
steps whereby to enable a work operation on a workpiece 
after each such demagnetizing step, to thereby enable accu 
rate finishing of the workpiece in a manner to overcome possi 
ble distortion thereof due to secure holding of the workpiece 
on the chuck by full or greater magnetization. 
Another object is to provide magnetizing and demagnetiz 

ing apparatus, including cycling means operative selectively 
for magnetizing a chuck to full magnetization level or a lesser 
controllably adjustable level, for producing steady reverse 
current to demagnetize the chuck to a predetermined lesser 
level of magnetization, and for demagnetizing the chuck in a 
series of steps of successively reverse currents to a level near 
Zero, each according to a predetermined law of operation. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will appear 

from the following detailed description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings in which: 
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FIG. 1 is an electrical diagram of the circuit utilized in one 
form of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is an electrical diagram of the circuit utilized in 
anotherform of the invention; 

FIG. 3 is a detail view of switching mechanism utilized in 
this apparatus; 

FIG. 4 is a detail view of switch means illustrated in FIG.3; 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view illustrating motor and cam 

means, 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary illustration of certain control switch 

positions; and 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view, greatly exaggerated, showing 

certain steps in a working operation on a workpiece. 
Referring now in detail to the drawings, attention is directed 

first to FIG. 1, illustrating the electrical circuit utilized in one 
form of invention. In this circuit diagram, an AC source is in 
dicated at 10, with lines leading to a transformer 12 through a 
tapped terminal strip 14, for providing selective voltage con 
nections to the primary 12p of a transformer 12. Preferably 
the primary 12p includes two separate coils which may be con 
nected in circuit selectively or together. The transformer 12 
also includes two secondaries 2s1 and 12s2. Connected 
across a portion of the secondary 12s1 is another transformer 
16, which includes a primary 16p and a secondary i6s. 
The apparatus of FIG. 1 includes portions of the kind of 

demagnetizing apparatus disclosed and claimed in my prior 
Pat. No. 2,825,854, dated Mar, 4, 1958, and includes the 
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transmitting it to the electromagnet, interrupting the AC and 
while the AC is interrupted, reversing the DC and at each 
reversal reducing the voltage applied to the electromagnet. In 
the apparatus disclosed in FIG. 1, the main components of the 
apparatus just referred to include a motor 18, a rotary tap 
switch 20, and switching mechanism 22 driven by the motor; 
the magnetic chuck is indicated at 24 which, as referred to 
again hereinbelow, is of the permanent magnet type. 

Referring to the various components of the circuit of Fig. 1 
individually, the motor 18 is driven from the secondary 1252, 
through a rectifier 26 and other elements to be referred to 
hereinbelow. The motor is associated with and controlled by a 
plurality of limit switches 27, 29, 31 and 33 (see also FIG. 5) 
actuated by corresponding cams 35 driven by the motor, in 
conjunction with the operation of other portions of the circuit, 
to be described more fully hereinafter. The connection 
between the motor 18 and the rotary tap switch 20, indicated 
diagrammatically at 28, may be of any suitable arrangement, 
such as disclosed in my prior patent referred to above. 
The rotary tap switch 20 includes an arm 3 driven by the 

motor 18, successively engageable with contact terminals 32 
arranged in a circular series. The arm 30 is arranged for mov 
ing off of each contact terminal to a space between adjacent 
terminals to an OFF position, and thereafter onto the next 
contact terminal. The contact terminals 32 are connected with 
individual tappings of the secondary 12s1 through respective 
conductors 34 for producing different voltage values and ap 
plying them to the chuck 24 in a demagnetizing operation. 
Conductors 36 and 38 lead from the secondary 12s to a 

rectifier 40 for converting the AC to DC which thereupon is 
transmitted to the magnet in the chuck; the conductor 36 is 
connected directly with one end of the secondary and leads 
through a fuse 42 to one junction of the rectifier, while the 
other conductor 38 leads from the arm 30 of the rotary tap 
switch 20 through an AC interrupting switch 44 and through 
conductor 46 to the opposite junction of the rectifier. The 
switch 44 is incorporated in the switching means 22 referred 
to above, which also includes reversing switches 48 and 50 
connected respectively to conductors 52 and 54 which are 
connected at opposite center junctions of the rectifier. Con 
ductors 56 and 58 lead from the reversing switches to the 
chuck 24. . . 

The AC interrupting switch 44 and the two reversing 
switches 48 and 50 are operated in unison, as indicated in 
FIGS. 3 and 4 and as described more fully in my prior patent 
mentioned. The three switches are so operated by switching 
bars 60 and 62 on opposite sides of the two banks of switches. 
The contactor bars of the AC operating switch 44 are specially 
shaped so as to move in a sequence different from those of the 
reversing switches, so that a make-before-break action is ac 
complished, i.e., the AC is interrupted, then the DC circuit is 
established, on both sides of the reversing switches, then the 
DC is interrupted at the first contacts, and thereafter the AC is 
reestablished. The switching means 22, as will be understood, 
is operated in synchronism with the rotary tap switch 20 to ac 
complish the resultjust stated, and with the further refinement 
that the AC interrupting switch 44 is actuated before the 
switch arm 30 moves off each contact terminal 32, and again 
reestablished the AC circuit before that arm moves onto the 
next contact terminal. The motor 18 operates through a 
complete predetermined cycle in a demagnetizing operation, 
after the operation thereof is initiated by the manual control 
of the operator, in which the magnetization of the chuck is 
reduced to zero, or nearly zero. 
A relay A has its coil connected in the conductor 58, and 

adapted to be shunted by a relay switch Bi. Also connected in 
the conductor 58 is a potentiometer or adjustable resistor 64, 
adapted to be shunted by relay switch CDA. 
The relay A is of a permanent magnet type, of known kind, 

wherein upon energization thereof, as by a current in the con 
ductor 58, the switches thereofare thrown to their abnormal 
position by the energized magnet, and are so retained upon 

broad concept of an AC source, converting the AC to DC and 75 cessation of that current, and are not moved to their normal 
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position until the magnet is demagnetized. Upon energization 
of the magnetic chuck 24, the relay A is thus actuated, closing 
switch Aa and turning on a signal light 68 (red) to indicate 
that fact. Thereafter, the circuit to the chuck is opened, in a 
manner described hereinbelow since it is desired not to retain 
the circuit closed thereto, because of the permanent magnet 
characteristics of the chuck. However, in the present instance, 
even after the circuit to the chuck is opened, the chuck 
remains magnetized until it is controilably demagnetized, and 
the signal light 63 also remains on until the relay A is demag 
neized, which is done in the same operation in which the 
chuck is demagnetized. 

Additional control is exerted on the chuck through a unit in 
dicated in its entirety at 70, and which includes a 2D21 tube 
72. The operation of this unit 73 in the present instance is 
similar to that disclosed and claimed in my prior Pat. No. 
3,045,151, dated Jul. 17, 1962, to which reference may be had 
for greater detail thereof. The unit 79 is utilized for effecting 
or controling RESIDUAL, or partiai demagnetization of the 
chuck. The tube 72 is preferably maintained constantly in 
conducting condition, through an adjustable resistor 74 which 
effects the imposition of a positive bias on the tube. The ad 
justable resistor 64 in the conductor 58 is arranged for im 
pressing a controlling bias on the tube to render it noncon 
ducting upon a predetermined condition, such as a reverse 
current in the conductor 58. Specifically, the latter control 
operation is produced by a negative current signal produced in 
the conductor 58 in a demagnetizing operation. Assuming a 
positive curren indicated by the arrow 76 utilized for energiz 
ing the chuck (when the switch CDA is closed), upon a demag 
neizing current in the opposite direction indicated by the 
arrow 73 being established (with the switch CDA then open), 
the desired negative signal is produced and imposed on the 
tube 72. This reverse direction current builds up at a certain 
rate, and upon the magnetization of the chuck decreasing to 
the desired level according to the setting of the adjustable re 
sistor 64 and consequent development of a signal by that cur 
rent, the signal effects extinguishing of the tube 72 and open 
ing of the circuit is controlled thereby. This opening of the cir 
cuit is effected through deemergization of the D relay coil 
resulting in control functions in other portions of the circuit. 
As an initial step in the operation of the apparatus, it is first 

actuated to charge or energize the chuck 24 to hold a work 
piece thereon. To do so, the WARIABLE-FULL switch 80 is 
set to FUL position, and the CHARGE-RELEASE switch 82 
is set to CHARGE position; a circuit is then completed as fol 
lows: conductor 34 from one center junction of the rectifier 
26, the switch 82, conductor 33, the switch 30, conductor 38, 
the upper contacts of a RECHARGE switch90, conductor 92, 
switch E1 of relay E, limit switch 3, conductor 94, through 
the forward field coil 96 of the motor 8, conductors 98 and 
200 to the opposite center junction of the rectifier 26. The 
motor is then driven to move the switch 20 from an OFF posi 
tion indicated in F.G. 6, to an ON position and then to a 
RESIDUAL position. In the latter position, the switch 20 is in 
circuit closing position, as are all of the components of the 
switching means 22, and as a consequence charging or ener 
gizing current is impressed on the chuck 24. 
The circuit to the chuck established by the foregoing step 

just described is interrupted shortly after its completion and 
consequent full charging of the chuck through the limit switch 
31, the cam controlling this switch being so set that it opens 
the switch after the desired predetermined interval and at such 
position of the motor and rotary tap switch 20 that the arm 39 
of the latter is in an OFF position between active contact ter 
minals 32 (F.G. 6) and with the AC interrupter switch 44 
open. Although the switch 44 interrupts the circuit to the 
chuck, the relay A coil remains energized because of its per 
m2nent magnet nature, as described above. 
As indicated above, it is often desired to remove one of 

tnote workpieces from the chick, to check it or to check the 
operation being performed thereon, of for other reasons. in 
such case it is desired not ic completely demagnetize the 
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4. 
chuck, as through a complete demagnetizing cycle, but to 
reduce the magnetization to a desired degree, usually greater 
than zero, and this preferably by a quick operation. This can 
be effectively accomplished in the use of the present invention 
by the RESIDUAL control, consisting chiefly of the unit 70 
which operates to impose a reverse current on the chuck until 
the magnetization decreases to the desired level. 
To perform this operation, the operator actuates the 

RESEDUAL push button a 02, which includes two switches 
102a and 202b. Upon depression of the pushbutton B92, and 
particularly upon closure of switch 02a thereof in the unit 70, 
a circuit is completed through the circuit of unit 76 as follows: 
beginning with the residual switch (2a, through the switch 
304, conductor A96, switch B2, conductog 08, the tube 72, 
the adjustable resistor 74, conductors a 2C and 22, and secon 
dary iés, the relay D coil, conductor R34, switch A2 in return 
to the gesidual switch 02a. It will be recalled that at this tine 
the switch A2 is closed due to the energization of the A coil in 
response to the energization of the chuck. The circuit of the 
unit 70 is retained through switch D2. 

Energization of the D relay coil, and consequent closure of 
switch D1, energizes the CU relay coil in the following circuit: 
beginning with switch D1, conductor 16, switch 282b, con 
ductors 8 and i9, switch 89, conductor 320 and conductor 
843 to one junction of the rectifier 26; the circuit continues 
from the opposite junction to conductor 22, conductor 124 
through the CU coil and in return to the switch D. Energiza 
tion of the CU coil closes the switch CU2; and imposes a cur 
rent in the reverse direction on the chuck, the arm 36 of the 
rotary tap switch 2e being at this time in the RESiDUAL posi 
tion, indicated at 3ala in dotted lines, and the reversing 
switches 48 and 50 being in such position as to impose a cur 
rent on the chuck opposite that at which it was charged; the 
circuit this set up to the magnetic chuck is as follows; from 
tapping 226 of the secondary 2s1, the associated conductor 
34a, conductor 28, the switch CU2, conductor 38 to the 
contactor arm 30, thus completing the circuit to the rectifier 
49 as described above, and of course completion of the DC 
circuit to the chick. This reverse current as controlled 
through the adjustable resistor 64 produces the signal, as 
described above, which extinguishes the tube 72 and opens 
the circuit of the unit 70, deemergizating the D relay coil, as a 
result of which the CU relay coil is deemergized, opening the 
switch CU2 and interrupting the circuit to the chuck. The 
reverse current flowing through the A relay coil also demag 
shetizes this coil and deemergizes this relay, opening switch Al 
and turning off the signal light 68. Deenergization of the A 
relay coil closes the switch A3 and turns on a signal light 32 
(white). The circuit to this light is: beginning with switch A3, 
conductors 24 and 122 to one junction of the rectifier 26; the 
circuit continues through the opposite junction of the rectifier 
through conductor 84, through the switch 32, conductor 29, 
switch 30, conductors 189 and 134, through the light .32, 
through the normally closed switch CU3, and in return to the 
switch A3. 

in this RESIDUAL operation, it is desired that there beat 
east some magnetization in the chuck in order to retain the 
workpieces in position thereon, and not risk accidental dis 
placement of them, since in may if not in most instances, the 
working operation is to be continued, and it is desired that the 
workpieces that are not removed remain in their original posi 
ions. The control unit 70 thus serves as a means for quickly 
demagnetizing the chuck and workpieces to the desired 
degree of magnetization without, however, in all cases, and as 
desired, reducing that magnetization to zero, aid without the 
necessity for a full cycling operation of the demagnetizing por 
tion of the apparatus which includes the rotary tap switch 20, 
switching means 22, etc. 

After the above RESIDUAL operation is performed, and 
when it is desired to return the apparatus again to full power 
condition, the RECHARGE switch 98 is depressed, closing 
the contac2s at the bottom thereof; this completes the circuit 
as follows: beginning with the switch 93 itself, conductor 33, 
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the switch 30, conductor 86, switch 82, conductor 84 to one 
junction of the rectifier 26; in the other direction from the 
switch 9 the circuit continues through conductor 36, relay 
Ecoil, resistor 38, conductors 40, 42, 44 and 46 to the 
reverse field coil 48 of the motor 18; the circuit then con 
tinues through conductors 98 and 100 to the opposite junction 
of the rectifier 26. 
Upon energization of the Ecoil in the circuit just referred 

to, the switch E2 is closed, and a retaining circuit is set up as 
follows: beginning with the switch E2, conductors 50 and 84 
to one junction of the rectifier 26; and in the opposite 
direction through the Ecoil and the remainder of the circuit as 
just described, namely, resistor 38, conductors 49, 42, 44 
and 46 and 46 to the reverse field 43 of the motor and con 
tinuing through conductors 98 and 100 to the rectifier 26. 
Also, when the E coil is energized, it completes a circuit 
through the holding switch E2, as follows: beginning from the 
switch E2, the circuit in one direction is through conductors 
250 and 34 to the switch 32, conductor 36 to the switch 30, 
conductor 88, the upper contacts of the switch90, conductors 
92 and 94, abnormally closed switch E3, conductors 49, 42, 
44 and 46 to the reverse field coil 48 of the motor, and 

continuing through conductors 98 and 200 to the opposite 
junction of the rectifier 26. This circuit operates the motor 18 
to the full-on power position, and when that position is 
reached, the chuck is again charged as previously described, 
the circuit then being interrupted by movement of the limit 
switch 29 to an OFF position deemergizing the E relay coil, this 
control of the motor being through the corresponding cam 35. 
Thereafter, the motor is then reversed, and run to the residual 
position through the following circuit: conductor 84 from one 
junction of the rectifier, the switch 32, conductor 86, the 
switch 30, conductor 38, the upper contacts of the switch90, 
conductor 92, normally closed switch Ei and the limit switch 
31; the circuit continues through conductors 150, 94 and 152 
to the forward field coil 96, and then through conductors 98 
and 180 to the opposite junction of the rectifier 26. This runs 
the motor until it reaches the RESIDUAL position in which 
the limit switch 31 reaches an intermediate off position. 
When the operation on the workpiece is completed, and it is 

desired to remove it from the chuck, the chuck and workpiece 
are demagnetized completely, or to a condition near zero 
magnetization. To demagnetize, the switch 82 is thrown to 
RELEASE position shown in dotted lines. A circuit is then 
completed, as follows: from one junction of the rectifier 26 
through conductor 84, the switch 82 conductor 156 to the 
limit switch 27, and continuing through conductors 158,94, 
and 154 to the forward field coil 96 of the motor and then 
through conductors 98 and 100 to the opposite junction of the 
rectifier 26. The motor is then run in forward direction, driv 
ing the rotary tap switch 20 through a full demagnetizing cycle 
as set out in detail in my prior Pat. No. 2,825,854, referred to 
above, the cycle terminating when the limit switch 27 is 
opened, under the control of the corresponding cam 35, the 
switch coming to rest in an intermediate position, deenergiz 
ing the motor. In this demagnetizing operation, the motor 
stops at such position that the arm 30 of the rotary tap switch 
20 is in an OFF position (F.G. 6) between contact terminals 
32, and the AC interrupter switch 44 is open. 
The apparatus also provides for a VARIABLE holding 

power condition, in which the magnetization of the chuck is 
substantial, but less than full power of which the apparatus is 
capable of producing. This may be useful in an instance in 
which, for example, it is desired to hold a workpiece on the 
chuck with less than full power so as not to distort the piece. 
Instances occur in which workpieces may be distorted by the 
holding force of the chuck, provided by the full capacity 
power of the apparatus. This variable, or lesser, holding power 
is controlled through the use of a variable auto transformer 
:60, which is set to the desired position manually, for produc 
ing a holding power less than maximum. After setting this auto 
transformer, the “CHARGE-RELEASE" switch 32 is moved 
to CHARGE position, and the VARIABLE-FULL switch 80 
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6 
moved to VARIABLE position shown in dotted lines. These 
settings produce the following circuit: from one junction of 
the rectifier 26 through conductor 84, the switch 82, conduc 
to 86, through the switch 80, conductor 162, relay B coil, 
conductor 64, and through limit switch 33 which is then in 
the position opposite that shown; the circuit then continues 
through conductors A64 and S4 to the forward field coil of 
the motor 18, and then through conductors 98 and A60 to the 
rectifier. The relay B coil energized by this circuit closes a 
holding switch B3; a circuit is also completed from conductor 
84 through conductor 166, and through the switch 30 to con 
ductor 68, abnormally closed switch B4, conductor 170, 
through conductor 88, and the upper contacts of the switch 
96, conductor 92, switch E and through the limit switch 3i; 
the circuit then continues through conductors 52, 194 and 
254 to the forward field coil 96 of the motor and through con 
ductors 98 and 100 to the rectifier. The notor is then run in 
forward direction to a FULL power position in the manner 
described above, but producing a value of magnetization as 
determined by the setting of the variable auto transformer 
60. This auto transformer is connected in the AC circuit 

through the rotary tap switch 29, as follows: from the auto 
transformer, conductor 172, abnormally closed switch 36, 
conductor A74, rotary tap switch 20, conductor 38, AC inter 
rupter switch 44, and conductor 46 to one junction of the 
rectifier 40; the circuit continues in the other direction from 
the auto transformer through conductor 176, abnormally 
closed switch B7, conductor 78, conductor A30, the trans 
former secondary 25 and conductor 36 to the opposite junc 
tion of the rectifier 40. 
The motor continues to run in this VAREABLE setting 

operation until the circuit is opened by the corresponding 
limit switch 27, which is controlled by the corresponding cam 
35 in the same full power sequence as described above, with 
the exception that the power applied to the chuck is at a lesser 
value, and proportionate to the setting of the variable auto 
transformer 60. 

if more power is required, i.e., greater value of magnetiza 
tion of the chuck, the variable auto transformer 60 is set at 
the appropriate higher setting and the switch9 is again actu 
ated; the apparatus will then operate through the sequence 
just described. If after a first or any subsequent VARIABLE 
setting it is desired to have full power applied, the switch 80 is 
thrown to FULL position, and the switch 90 actuated; the 
chuck will then be charged at full power, as in the case when it 
is to be charged from a zero magnetization condition. When it 
is desired to demagnetize the chuck from a VARIABLE con 
dition, the switch 82 is thrown to the RELEASE position, as in 
the case of FULL power condition, and the demagnetizing 
cycle is performed. 

Attention is now directed to FIG. 2, showing a circuit dia 
gram of a modified form of the invention. The present circuit 
includes certain of the same components incorporated in the 
circuit of FIG. , and identified herein in the same manner, as 
follows: the AC source 0, transformer 2, motor 18, rotary 
tap switch 20, switching means 22, rectifier 40 and chuck 
means 24 which in the present instance includes a plurality of, 
or two, chucks 24a and 24b. The conductors leading from the 
switch means 22 to the chuck means include the conductors 
56 and 58 identified in the first embodiment, but here having 
branch portions 56a and 56b and 58a and 58b, respectively, 
leading to the individual chucks. Associated with the motor 88 
are the limit switches 27, 29, 31 and 33, identified above. 
Other portions of the present circuit correspond to similar 
portions of the circuit in the first embodiment, as will be ob 
served. 
The present form of the control apparatus includes 

RESIDUAL units 90 and 192, including 252 tubes A94 and 
É95 respectively, These two units are similar in operation to 
the unit 70 in that they interrupt the circuit to the chuck 
means in response to decrease of the magnetization in the 
chick means in a partial demagnetizing or RESIDUAL 
demagnetization, under controlled conditions, according to a 
predetermined manual setting. 
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The RESIDUAL control unit 190, considered the base unit, 
includes a relay F coil, and a holding switch FE, there being an 
associated switch F2 in the unit 592. The circuit of this unit 
also includes a switch G controlled by a G relay coil in the 
RECHARGE circuit portion and corresponding to the relay E 
in the first modification. 

In the DC conductor 58 leading to the chuck means is a 
variable resistor 93 similar in function to the corresponding 
component 64 in the first modification, for imposing a con 
trolling bias on the tubes 194 and 196. Upon reverse current 
flowing in the conductor 58, a negative signal is produced and 
imposed on the tube (A94) to open the circuit of that unit 
(190). Upon the F coil becoming thus deemergized, the switch 
F2 opens, the XU coil is deemergized with consequent opening 
of switch KUS, and opening of the circuit to the chuck. This 
unit may be set by adjusting the adjustable resistor 98 to the 
desired setting for interrupting the circuit to the chuck means 
at a predetermined level of magnetization thereof when it is 
desired, for example, to partially demagnetize the workpieces 
$o remove one or more of then for test purposes, as explained 
above. 
The unit 92 may be referred to as an auxiliary unit which 

operates within the base range established by the unit 190. 
This unit includes a relay coil and a holding switch Hi, the 
H coil controlling a corresponding switch H2. The unit 192 
has particular adaptation to a machine tool in conjunction 
with an operation of the following character: it often occurs 
that a workpiece is distorted when placed on a magnetic 
chuck and held thereon by a large magnetic force, due to any 
of various reasons, such, for example, as an irregular shape of 
the piece. When such a piece is held on the chuck by a large 
magnetization force, and so distorted, and a working opera 
tion performed thereon, such as a grinding operation, the 
desired surface, such as a flat surface, is apparently produced 
on the piece, but this is only when considered relative to its 
condition under full magnetization holding effect and when 
the piece is released from the chuck by removal of the mag 
netization force, it assumes, or tends to assume, its original 
shape, and in doing so, the surface that was regarded as a flat 
surface when the workpieces was held on the chuck changes 
to an irregular or nonflat surface. This difficulty is not easily 
overcome, because such large value of magnetization as may 
distort the piece is necessary to hold the piece on the chuck 
sufficiently securely for the working operation, and if it were 
held with less force, it may be moved by the operating instru 
mentality, such as the grinding wheel. I have overcome this 
difficulty by providing the unit 192, by means of which the 
workpiece can be held in place in successive steps by progres 
sively diminished magnetization force, and the working opera 
tion performed thereon in successive steps may involve less 
operating power. 
The signal developed in the adjustable resistor 198 is also 

imposed on the tube 196, through the conductors 200, 202 
and 204, but this signal is controlled by a manually settable 
potentiometer 206. The control 206, acting through the cir 
cuit of the unit 192, including the secondary 12s4, controls the 
effectiveness of the signal produced by the adjustable resistor, 
so that the unit 92 interrupts the circuit according to the 
setting of the potentiometer 206, which is at a level of mag 
netization less than that which controls the unit 99. The 
signal causes opening of the circuit of the unit, thereby 
deenergizing the H coil, opening the switch H2, deemergizing 
the KU coil, and opening the switch KU with consequent 
opening of the circuit to the chuck. The effectiveness of the 
unit 92 may be realized from an operation such as the follow 
ing: a workpiece that may be distosted is placed on the chuck 
and held thereon by ful magnetization force; it is then ground, 
the circuit is interrupted according to the RESIDUAL operat 
ing, which results in lesser magnetization imposed on the 
workpiece, and it tends to assume its original shape. A second 
operation is then performed thereon, and after that is done, 
the circuit is again put through the RESIDUAL cycling, and 
the chuck magnetized at a still lesser level. Another working 
operation is performed on the workpiece. At each step the 
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8 
workpiece assumes a condition closer to its original 
undistorted condition, and the working operation thereon is 
fighter, e.g., the grinding or cutting operation is shallower. in 
this series of operations, it is desired not to remove the work 
piece from the chuck, so as to eliminate the possibility of 
foreign matter coming between the workpiece and the chuck, 
which would disturbits original position thereon. 

F.G. 7 indicates such a condition wherein a workpiece 208 
is held on a chuck. This F.G. is greatly exaggerated for more 
clearly bringing out the feature involved. In position A the 
chuck is deemergized, and the workpiece 2.28 thereon is in its 
normal condition, having an upper convex surface 2 (a and 
an under concave surface 2 (b. 

In position B the chuck and the workpiece are magnetized, 
and the magnetization force draws the workpiece downwardly 
toward a flat position. It will be understood that the actual 
change in position in a practical operation may be so small as 
to be undetectable by the naked eye, but as indicated above, 
the conditions and proportions indicated in these FIGS. are 
many times multiplied relative to a practical operation. A 
grinding wheel 212 is set to grind a surface on the workpiece 
represented by the dot-dash line 24, which is flat, in the con 
dition of the workpiece when it is held in its relatively flat 
tened position. 
When the chuck and workpiece are thereafter demag 

netized, the workpiece tends to reassume its original condi 
tion, as indicated in position C, and here it will be observed 
that the outer surface 2.0a is again arcuate. However, the sur 
face of the workpiece which was once flat in position B where 
the workpiece was relatively flattened, is now again curved. 
Thus, a flat surface in this step is not attained non the work 
piece in its normal condition because of the distortion of the 
workpiece in the holding operation, and the resumption of its 
original shape when the magnetization is removed. 
The central portion of the workpiece after the grinding 

operation, as indicated at 22a (position C), is thinner than 
the end portions indicated at 22b. This condition is obviated 
in a succession of grinding operations of the kind just 
described, but with the workpiece held by progressively lesser 
forces, i.e., each time the chuck and workpiece are mag 
netized, they are so magnetized to a lesser degree so that the 
distortion of the workpiece is progressively less in the succes 
sive steps. In this same series of operations, successively shal 
lower cuts are taken, and because of the less force thus ap 
plied, it is unnecessary to utilize so great magnetization power 
to hold the workpiece. Such series of progressively lesser 
demagnetization and shallower cuts are continued until, in the 
final step, the distortion is at a minimum, and from a practical 
standpoint substantially eliminated, whereby the surface that 
is flat when the final light magnetization is applied, remains 
substantially flat after the magnetization force is removed. 
The same kind of operation can be performed on the op 

posite side of the workpiece, as indicated in positions D and E 
of FIG. 7. In position D the same workpiece is placed on the 
chuck with the convex side down; in this case also, when the 
chuck is magnetized, as indicated in position E, the workpiece 
is flattened. When the grinding operation is performed for 
producing a flat surface at the line 24, the same kind of result 
is obtained as described above. In a series of progressively 
decreased magnetization, and shallower cuts, the concave side 
of the workpiece can be provided with a flat surface in the 
same manner as on the convex side, described above. Position 
F illustrates workpiece 298 in which the convex and concave 
portions have been ground in the manner above described, 
these latter portions being indicated by the dotted lines, result 
ing in a workpiece as indicated by the dotted lines, resulting in 
a workpiece as indicated in full lines that has fat surfaces on 
both sides. 
Although in FIG. 2 there are two chucks illustrated, it will 

be understood that the apparatus is effective in connection 
with any other number of chucks, including a single chuck, or 
a greater number thereof. The invention is also effective for 
individually controlling a plurality of chucks. For example, 
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switches 1 and J are provided in the conductors 56a and 
56b, respectively, controlled by respective relay'coils I and J, 
which in turn are controlled by manually controlled switches 
218a and 218b, related to the respective chucks 24a and 24b. 
A similar arrangement may be provided for accommodating 
any desired number of chucks. : 
While I have herein shown and described certain preferred 

embodiments of the invention, it will be understood that 
changes may be made in the scope of the appended claims. 

claim: 
1. The method of treating a workpiece which is of rigid 

structure and normally retains its physical shape in the 
absence of the application of external pressure thereto, and of 
which the final shape is to be critical, comprising the steps, 

a. holding the workpiece in place by a force of predeter 
mined first value, and of such value that it incidentally but 
necessarily distorts the workpiece, 

b. performing a first operating step on the workpiece involv 
ing the application of pressure thereto of a first value ap 
proaching that that would dislodge the workpiece if it 
were not held by a holding force at least as great as said 
predetermined first value thereof, 
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10 : 
c. after the performance of the first operating step, reducing 

said holding force to a second value less than its said first 
value thereof but greater than zero, that also incidentally 
but necessarily distorts the workpiece but to an extent 
less than the distortion caused by the holding force of said 
first value, and ! d. performing a successive operating step on the workpiece 
involving the application of pressure thereto of a value 
less than said first value thereof and of a value ap 
proaching that that would dislodge the workpiece if it 
were not held by a holding force at least as great as said 
second value thereof. 

2. The methodset out in claim 1 wherein the treating opera 
tion includes removal of material from the workpiece, and the 
amount of material removed is reduced in successive steps. 

3. The method according to claim 1 and including the addi 
tional step of reducing the holding force to a level near zero 
and thereby releasing the workpiece. 

4. The method according to claim 3 wherein the holding 
force is provided by a magnetic chuck, and the method in 
cludes reducing the magnetism thereof in the successive steps. 


